Although the locations of these recreational amenities are subject to change, the GLO currently envisions the potential recreational amenities being located in the following areas as shown in the figure below:

Gulf Pier — Within the current Rollover Pass opening to the Gulf of Mexico
Bay Pier — Within the current Rollover Pass opening into Rollover Bay
Bayside Boat Ramp — Directly east of the current Rollover Pass opening into Rollover Bay

The size and design of the potential Gulf Pier and Bay Pier have not been decided. However, the GLO currently sees both Piers constructed of concrete with removable or blow away decks, similar to Bob Hall Pier in Nueces County. The GLO also envisions each Pier extending between 1,000 and 1,500 feet in length.

The GLO is also planning on constructing proper parking and public assistance facilities, such as restrooms, near the potential recreational amenities site(s). If construction of the recreational amenities takes place in and around the Rollover Pass area, these parking and public assistance facilities will be placed on the currently paved adjacent lands to the Pass.